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influence of global warming on people’s lives, the Obama Administration put an
emphasis on reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to mitigate global warming.
The adoption of energy efficient vehicles, including hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs),
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1. Introduction
Global warming is a serious issue impacting people’s livelihood and communities by
more frequent and intense storms, heat waves, rising sea levels, melting glaciers and
warming oceans. To address the impact of human activity on global climate change,
Obama Administration put emphasis on reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
One important means is to control vehicle emission, which is one of the largest GHG
sources. However, since the vehicle market is expanding over time, it would be very
difficult to control vehicle emission. The adoption of new energy efficient vehicles, like
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) and electric vehicles
(EVs), is regarded as a promising tool in the U.S. to reduce CO2 emission and air
pollution and to achieve energy security.

In its National Energy Policy Report (2001), which aims to promote dependable,
affordable and environmentally sound production and distribution of energy, the U.S.
government advocate the adoption of hybrid vehicles by employing federal income tax
deductions before 2006 and federal income tax credits from 2007 (Beresteanu and Li,
2011). Besides the federal tax credit, many states offer additional incentives. According
to the Hybrid Incentives and Rebate 2007 report, Colorado is the state with the highest
effective incentive structures, which offers credits of $2500–$6000 by different models,
while many other states offer incentives greater than $1500 (Diamond, 2009). Most of
hybrid electric vehicle models have an average manufacturer’s suggested retail price
(MSRP) from around $23,000 to $35,000, which may be between $2,000 and $10,000
8

more than a conventional vehicle (Almeida, 2013). However, with both federal and tax
incentives and fuel costs savings, it would offset the initial high cost of the energy
efficient vehicles and make them more cost-saving than conventional vehicles from
long-term perspectives.

Although HEVs and EVs have been introduced for a few years and the related
incentives was offered in many states of the Unities States, the market demand for these
energy efficient vehicle models is still limited. In 2011, President Barack Obama set a
goal of placing one million Electric Vehicles (EVs) on the road by 2015 and has
proposed steps to accelerate the leadership of the United States in electric vehicle
deployment, including improvement the tax credits for consumers who purchase
electric cars, programs to help cities prepare for increasing demand for electric vehicles
and offer strong support for research and development on improving efficiency of
electric vehicles (Department of Energy, 2011). However, the electric vehicles sales
fell far short of Obama goal, which probably due to the reduced price of gasoline, the
phase out of some tax incentives or consumers’ resistance to accept new technology.
Since promoting the energy efficient vehicles is very important for reducing the green
house gas emission, research examining the factors that impact the sales of energy
efficient vehicles would inform policy aimed at increasing EV vehicles on the road.

This paper uses a monthly time-series dataset from 2013 to 2016, which merged the
data from the Independent Statistics & Analysis of U.S. Energy Information
Administration, InsideEVs Monthly Plug-in Sales Scorecard, Hybrid Monthly Sales
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Dashboard, US Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Macroeconomics Advisers and a dataset
of 1999-2015 HEV sales from U.S. Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data
Center to analyze the determinants of the adoption of EVs and HEVs. The research
question is how gas prices, tax incentives or other socio-economic factors will impact
the sales of HEVs and EVs. The main hypothesis of this paper is that the higher gas
prices may promote consumers to buy more energy efficient vehicles, tax incentives
may also make energy efficient vehicles more price competitive, increasing the sales of
these energy efficient vehicles, while high-income households or environmental
enthusiasts tend to be more likely to purchase energy efficient vehicles.

This paper will first introduce the current status of different energy efficient vehicles,
including current sales of electric drive vehicles 1 compared to the conventional
vehicles, the barriers for mass distribution and related infrastructure for electric
charging. Then it will present a detailed literature review from three aspects may
influence the sales of energy efficient vehicles, including gas prices, tax incentives and
consumer preference theory, and then uses time-series data to design estimation models
to analyze the relationship between the sales of energy efficient vehicles and the gas
price, tax incentive or other socio-economic factors. I found that high gasoline price is
a significant factor in increasing sales of energy efficient vehicles and the sales of
hybrid vehicles experienced large fluctuation before and after the tax incentive policy
was enacted. When the average wage is higher, people tend to buy more energy efficient

1

In this paper, hybrid electric vehicle, plug-in electric vehicle and battery electric vehicle, are

classified as all-electric vehicles.
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vehicles. The policy implications of my research are that the the government may take
further steps in controlling the gas prices within the socially optimal range and
increasing state tax incentives to promote energy efficient vehicles adoption in U.S. to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate global warming.

2. An Overview of Energy Efficient Vehicles
The adoption of energy efficient vehicles can help mitigate problems associated with
dramatic growth in travel demand, including climate change, oil consumption, air
pollution and health impacts (Steinhilber, Wells & Thankappan, 2013). With the
progress on the technology of HEVs, PHEVs, and EVs, the tax incentives governments
provided for the potential consumers, gasoline price control and spread of the electric
charging stations, the market share of HEVs, PHEVs and EVs has been increased
dramatically compared with early 2000s. However, due to the higher prices compare to
the conventional vehicles and to the new technologies, the market shares of HEVs,
PHEVs and EVs are still very small in the entire auto market.

2.1. Why Promote the HEVs, PHEVs and EVs?

With the rapid increase of the world population, the demand for personal vehicles has
increased significantly, and with it the demand for oil. For long term sustainability, the
supply of oil may not be able to meet the growing demand for oil. Due to the energy
crisis, there have been increased tensions in Middle East, which is the main area for
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global petroleum extraction (Chan, 2007). To promote the energy efficient vehicles
would be a promising tool for reducing the demand for oil.

Besides the increasing oil demand, rising greenhouse gas emissions are another
problem associated with the growth of travel demand. Global warming is a serious issue
that we have to find solutions to tackle it. The combustion emission from U.S. lightduty vehicles accounted for approximately 60% of GHG emissions from the U.S.
transport sector; the adoption of PHEVs can reduce GHG emissions by 32% compared
to conventional vehicles (Samaras & Meisterling, 2008). The adoptions of EVs will
reduce GHG emissions more intensively due to the zero level of their CO2 emissions.

The adoption of electric vehicles would be a good method to solve the problems of
increasing oil demand and the global warming. The average cost for regular gasoline in
the US over the years from 2015 to 2016 is $2.35 per gallon. Using 15,000 miles as the
average amount for a person will drive in one year, the annual cost of gasoline for a
conventional vehicle will be about $1,400 per year (Campbell & Moloughney, 2016).
The purchase of EVs would save a lot of fuel costs. However, due to the limitation of
EV’s short driving range and long charging time (Chan, 2007), the mass distribution of
EVs experienced many obstacles. With technological progress, EVs have a longer
driving range and shorter charging time. Moreover, HEVs and PHEVs can overcome
the problems of all electric vehicles. The HEVs, PHEVs and EVs have been introduced
for a few years, however, the market share of these energy efficient vehicles are still
very limited.
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2.2 Costs and Sales of Energy Efficient Vehicles in U.S.

For most common sedan models, the MSRP price of hybrid vehicles range from around
$23,000 to $35,000 for a brand-new model. The average price for a new electric vehicle
in US in November 2013 was $32,769, but with the federal tax credits of $7,500 and
additional tax credits, the actual cost of some models would be very price competitive
with conventional vehicles (Shahan, 2013). The initial price of hybrid vehicles may be
between $2,000 and $10,000 more than conventional vehicles (Almeida, 2013), but
with the tax incentives and ultimate savings for the fuel costs, consumers for hybrid
vehicles would benefit from driving hybrid vehicles from long-term sustainability
perspective.

Table 1: Market Shares of Electric Drive Vehicles in U.S. Auto Market
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Total Electric Drive
Vehicle Sales
284,064
487,480
592,232
570,945
498,426
504,060

All Vehicle Sales
12,734,356
14,439,684
15,531,609
16,435,286
17,386,331
17,396,291

Total Electric Drive
Market Share
2.23%
3.38%
3.84%
3.47%
2.87%
2.9%

Data Source: Electric Drive Transportation Association, Electric Drive Sales Dashboard
Note: Electric Drive Vehicles includes HEVs, PHEVs and EVs.

As shown in Table 1, from 2011 to 2016, the market shares of all the electric drive
vehicles in the entire auto market are lower than 4%. It increased from 2.23% in 2011
to 3.84% in 2013, but it dropped down to 2.87% in 2015. Even though, the technology
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in the electric drive vehicles made big progress, the market shares of these vehicles in
the entire auto market are still very small.

Figure 1: EV Market Share in Global Countries in 2013

Source: Shahan (2014)
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As shown in Figure 1 above, we can see that a lot of European countries and Japan have
larger all electric vehicle market shares than U.S.. The leading EV country Norway has
a market share of 5.75%, but U.S. only has 0.28% market share of EV in total auto
market. In Europe, where the price of gasoline is more than twice the price in the U.S.,
there is an incentive for EU residents to find a cheaper way to fuel their car. Therefore,
the European countries lead the EV market compared with other countries. EV has
already implemented more aggressive rules for average vehicle fleet than U.S. (Winton,
2016).

Figure 2: Hybrid Electric Vehicle Sales by Model 1999-2015

Data Source: Alternative Fuels Data Center (2016) www.afdc.energy.gov/data/
Note: PEVs include plug-in HEVs and extended range EVs, but do not include Neighborhood Electric
Vehicles, Low Speed Electric Vehicles, or two-wheeled electric vehicles. Only full-sized vehicles sold
in the U.S. and capable of 60mph are listed.

As we can see in Figure 2 above, the sales of hybrid electric vehicle increased from 17
in 1999 to 495,534 in 2013, which is the peak of hybrid vehicle sales, then it dropped
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down to 384,404 in 2015. Due to the financial crisis of 2007 to 2009, the hybrid sales
also experienced a downturn. After 2007, the hybrid vehicle sales kept decreasing until
2011.

We can obviously see that from 2004 to 2005, the sales of hybrid electric vehicle
experienced a boom, which increased by more than 125,000 units. One very important
reason is that U.S. government enacted the U.S. Energy Policy Act of 2005 which
emphasizes on the promotion of hybrid vehicles, including offering tax credits up to
$3400 for new hybrid vehicles purchase and directs the Department of Energy to
establish a program for improving the technologies of hybrid vehicles, especially the
batteries.

Even though, the sales of hybrid vehicles increased significantly, the decrease from
2013 to 2015 still raises the question as to why the sales of hybrid vehicles dropped
down. It might be caused by the phase out of federal tax incentives for hybrid vehicles,
which was expired at the end of 2010, decreasing gasoline price or other socioeconomic factors, we need further analysis to detect the reasons for the decrease of
hybrid sales.

Besides hybrid vehicles, electric vehicles are another type of energy efficient vehicles.
Figure 3 shows the U.S. sales of plug-in electric vehicle from 2011 to 2015, including
both plug-in hybrid electric vehicle sales and all electric vehicle sales. The sales of
plug-in electric vehicles increased from 17,731 in 2011 to 118,773 in 2014, but it
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dropped down to 113,869 in 2015. Since the federal tax incentives, which offer up to
$7500 tax credit for new electric vehicle purchase are still active, it would be very
important for us to detect why the sales dropped down.

Figure 3: U.S. Plug-in Electric Vehicle Sales by Model 2011-2016

Data Source: Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data Center (2016) www.afdc.energy.gov/data/
Note: No single source contains a complete and accurate list of sales data so multiple sources were
compiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. In this figure, the plug-in electric vehicles
include both plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and electric vehicles.

2.3 Government Tax Incentives for Promoting Energy Efficient Vehicles

The Energy Policy of Act of 2005 created a federal income tax credit for any light-duty
HEV placed in service after December 31, 2005. The credit ranges from $250 to $3,400
based on the vehicle model and its fuel efficiency (McConnel & Turrentine, 2010). The
hybrid sales have an obvious upward trend since the subsidies have been available for
the hybrid vehicles purchases. However, the act also states that the federal credit will
begin to phase out after the HEV manufacturer sells 60,000 units of HEVs and will be
17

completely expired at the end of 2010. In 2007, the federal credits for the purchase of
Toyota Prius phased out. In 2009, most of the hybrid models experienced the phase-out
of the federal tax credits. Since the hybrid vehicles are less fuel efficient compared with
all electric vehicles, the government made new regulations for promoting the electric
vehicles. The policy makers thought the gasoline savings by using the traditional hybrid
vehicles are not very efficient due to the high government budget of tax credits offered
to the hybrid vehicle customers.

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 made available a federal
income tax credit for customers who purchase new EVs (see Appendix A). The amount
of tax credits depends on the capacity of the EV’s battery, ranging from $2,500 for an
EV with a 4 kilowatt-hours (kWh) battery up to $7,500 for an EV with a 16 kWh or
larger battery (Gecan, Kile & Beider, 2012). The federal tax credits will begin to phase
out two calendar quarters after the manufacture reached the total sales of 200,000 in the
United States.

Besides the federal government incentives, some state governments also provide
incentives for new purchase of PHEV or EVs. For example, California offers tax
rebates of $1,500 for PHEVs and $2,500 for EVs in addition to the federal income tax
credits. In Maryland, the state government offers an excise state credit of $3,000 for
new purchase of qualifying EVs, which makes the customers get up to $10,500
combined tax credits when purchasing EVs. (Schaal, 2017, see Appendix B). For those
states with high tax credits or tax rebates, the sales of EVs also reached the top positions
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among different states in U.S. (see Appendix C). Georgia was the state offering the
most generous state tax credits of $5,000 for new purchase of zero-emission vehicles,
however, it eliminated the state tax credits in 2015 and the sales were seriously
impacted after the phase-out of the $5,000 tax credits (Beinenson, 2015). State
incentives are also very important for promoting the local energy efficient sales.

The government also offered EV producers some incentives to make technological
progress. From the funds granted to the Department of Energy, $1.5 billion was
provided to battery producers, intermediate suppliers of producers and recyclers of
vehicle batteries and another $500 million was offered to manufactures of components
for electric vehicles and intermediate suppliers of those manufacturers (Gecan, Kile &
Beider, 2012). The federal government incentives for both producers and buyers are
summarized in Appendix A.

2.4 Improvement of the infrastructure for the Electric Vehicles

Compared to hybrid vehicles, the market shares of all-electric vehicles are even smaller
due to the limitations of battery capacity and the complimentary electric stations. For
conventional vehicles, gas stations are spread out all over the world and people can
easily refill the gas when needed. However, when the states have not yet constructed
enough electric charging stations for the plug-in electric vehicles, consumers in these
states may hesitate to buy plug-in vehicles. Department of Energy’s Transportation
Electrification Initiative has granted $400 million on the related projects for promoting
electric vehicles. The purpose of the Initiative is to strengthen the appeal of electric
19

vehicles to consumers by expanding the infrastructure for charging vehicles (Gecan,
Kile & Beider, 2012).

Figure 4: Electric Charging Stations from 2011 to 2012

Source: PlugShare and PluginCars.com

Figure 5: Electric Charging Stations in 2013

Source: PlugShare and PluginCars.com

The electric charging stations quickly spread out in the U.S. from the east and west
coasts states to the whole country. However, even though the government made efforts
on constructing the complimentary electric charging stations, they still cannot meet the
20

demand of electric vehicle drivers. As shown in the Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can see
that the charging infrastructure for plug-in electric vehicles have expanded significantly,
from 1,972 in 2011 to 20,138 in 2013 (including charging outlets), with California
leading the way. Until 2017 May, there are 16,053 electric stations and 43,126 charging
outlets (see Appendix D). The purpose of the quick construction of electric charging
stations is to meet the demand of increasing electric vehicle users and promote the sales
of energy saving vehicles. However, as discussed above, the sales of both HEVs and
EVs dropped after 2013 despite the expansion of electric charging stations. The
limitation of electric charging infrastructure may not be a reason for the shrink of sales
in electric drive vehicles.

3. Literature Review
Previous research on promoting energy efficient vehicles examined the environmental
and economical benefits, as well as other factors of hybrid vehicles adoptions. Ozaki et
al (2011) summarized five categories of the motivational constructs, including financial
benefits and other policy-related advantages, environmentalism, compliance with the
norms of the community, attractiveness of new technology and independence from oil
producers. Hybrid adoption cannot be explained only by financial factors. Several
studies compared the total lifecycle cost of hybrid vehicles with the conventional
vehicles at different levels of gas prices. Lave and MacLean (2001) concluded that
energy efficient vehicles would receive a social value of abating emissions 14 times
more than conventional models. The social value of reducing emissions has been
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estimated by regulatory commissions in California and other three states. The results
show that the reduction in pollutant emissions of the Toyota “Prius is worth $328 at
median valuation and $638 at the highest valuation” (Lave & MacLean, 2001).
Although the initial cost of energy efficient vehicles is usually higher compared to the
conventional models with similar functions, long-run fuel cost savings and social
benefits it generates are larger. The Dollars and Sense of Hybrid (2006) reported fiveyear ownership cost premiums and lifetime cost savings for most hybrid models over
non-hybrid equivalents based on certain range of gas price and include federal tax
credits.

High gasoline price stimulation and tax incentives are two possible methods for the
promotion of energy efficient vehicles. There are growing studies examining the
relationship between gasoline price, government tax incentives and the adoption of
HEVs and EVs. The literatures present different results regarding the effect of
government incentives and control on sales of HEVs and EVs. Some studies have
shown that higher fuel prices rather than government tax credits were more closely
related to increased sales of HEVs and EVs (Diamond 2009), whereas some researchers
found that both government tax credits and high gasoline price tend to be positively
correlated to HEVs and EVs sales (Gallagher and Muehlegger, 2011; Beresteanu and
Li, 2011). The impact of tax incentives on sales of HEVs and EVs fluctuate among
different studies, but most scholars found the high gasoline price simulation is
positively related to the sales of HEVs and EVs.
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3.1 Gasoline Price Control for Promoting Energy Efficient Vehicles

Gas taxes are an important government intervention on promoting the hybrid vehicle
sales to mitigate the global warming. Many scholars did research on examining the
effect of gasoline price change on sales of energy efficient vehicles. Diamond (2009)
highlights that gasoline prices serve as the most visible signal for consumers to
recognize the fuel savings and fuel economy, so it is reasonable that relatively minor
change in gas price would lead to significant change in hybrid vehicle sales. A 2004
marketing survey by ChangeWave Research concluded that hybrid owners are more
sensitive to gas prices than environmental benefits. The rise in U.S. gas price in 2008
appears to have prompted a significant change in the adoption of energy efficient
vehicles (Benton, 2008). When considering the difference between electricity cost and
gas price and average annual mileage, the EV customers can make fuel savings between
$300 to $1,300 per year per vehicle across different states (Lambert, 2016, see
Appendix E). Since the hybrid vehicle market is relatively small compared to the
conventional vehicle market, slight increase in hybrid market may not reduce a large
amount of fuel consumption. Therefore, the promotion of hybrid sales to increase the
market share of the total automate market is very necessary for a fuel-saving advocacy
society.

Gallagher and Muehlegger (2011) found evidence that hybrid vehicle adoption is
positively correlated with gasoline prices. Particularly, the market demand for the
highest fuel-economy vehicles increased most with gasoline prices. Diamond (2009)
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concluded that a 10% increase in average as prices would result in a 72-93% increase
in state hybrid market share. The estimated results showed that a $100 increase in
annual fuel savings is associates with a 13% increase in hybrid vehicles sales. High
gasoline taxes have been employed in Europe and Japan as a policy instrument to
motive energy-efficient vehicles adoption, but U.S. government has not yet established
higher gasoline taxes as a policy instrument to motivate the adoption of energy efficient
vehicles. Based on their estimates, increasing the average gasoline price in a state by
20% over 2000–2006 would has the same effect with the amount of $330 sales tax
wavier on the increased hybrid vehicle sales (Gallagher and Muehlegger, 2011). More
scholars found the significant correlation between gas price and the sales of energy
efficient vehicles. Newell et al. (1998) mentions higher gas prices are also likely
encourage consumers to purchase more energy efficient vehicles in general and to
prompt the innovation of new energy efficiency technologies by automate producers.
Chandra, Gulati & Kandlikar (2010) also claimed that a variation in gasoline prices
induce a variation in the desirability of fuel-efficiency of each vehicle and hybrid cars
may become more desirable as the fuel costs rise.

To implement the high gas price simulations, improving the imposed gas tax, carbon
tax or other taxes on the gas price would be an important tool. Fullerton & West (2002)
claimed that if a Pigovian tax were available, it would induce households to drive fewer
miles, to install pollution control equipment and to buy energy efficient cars. Austin &
Dinan (2005) found that average gasoline tax of 41 cents/gallon would provide
consumers with an incentive to pursue fuel economy vehicles. A higher gasoline tax
24

would discourage people to drive the conventional cars and thus reduce related negative
externality caused by high volume of gas emissions.

Gasoline price affects consumer’s choices about how much to drive and how energy
efficient a vehicle to purchase (Austin & Dinan, 2005). Based on the consumer
preference theory, the consumers always want to maximize the utility function to
achieve optimal efficiency. To understand the structure of the consumers’ utility
function is necessary for allocative efficiency measurement of a product, like the energy
efficient vehicle. By analyzing the technical efficiency and allocative efficiency in Choi
& Oh (2010), it stated that government intervention could assist hybrids in reaching the
mean efficiency level by reducing the purchase price, maintenance cost and fuel cost
and increasing the service center availability. To achieve the gap between hybrid
models and conventional models, only reducing the fuel cost would be a possible way
to contribute to the efficiency improvement, but it is not feasible to make up the gap
with conventional models. However, if the gasoline price can rise to twice as much as
the current level, hybrid vehicles in the compact class can almost overcome the
inefficiency and achiever the mean level of efficiency in the total market (Choi & Oh,
2010). Thus, from the analysis of production efficiency, it implies that policy makers
may want to consider increasing gasoline price to improve the production efficiency of
hybrid vehicles and promote the adoption of energy efficient vehicles. The high gas
price simulations will make significant effect on the sales of energy efficient vehicles
due to its positive correlation with sales of the green vehicles.
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3.2 Tax incentives for Promoting Energy Efficient Vehicles

Tax incentives are another government intervention on promoting the adoption of
HEVs and EVs. Diamond (2009) mentions that until 2005, the US federal government
provided a $2000 tax deduction for all qualifying hybrids and starting 2006, the tax
credit policy was introduced to promote the hybrid vehicle sales. In Beresteanu and Li
(2011), it analyzed the tax incentives effect on the hybrid models from both demand
side and supply side, which are the hybrid sales and average variable cost (AVC) of
hybrid models. From the demand side, due to tax incentives, the U.S. hybrid sales
increased from 15% to 30% by 2006. The results show that the income credit program
reduced the total variable cost of all hybrid vehicles by nearly 78 million dollars in
2006. The research results showed that income tax deductions are related to 5-9% of
hybrid vehicle sales from 2001-2005 while more generous income tax credits in 2006
account for about 27% of hybrid vehicles sales. Gallagher and Muehlegger (2011)
found evidence that state tax incentives are positively correlated with increased hybrid
vehicle sales. Sales tax waivers have greater impact on hybrid sales than income tax
credit, a sales tax waiver of $1037 is associated with over three times the effect of an
income tax credit of $2011. Moreover, Jenn (2013) uses national data on vehicle sales
between 2000 and 2010, the results showed that the federal tax incentives had a positive
and statistically significant effect on the hybrid vehicles sales. Also, Chandra (2010)
found that a $1000 increase in the provincial sales tax rebate increases the market share
of hybrid vehicles by 31% to 38% in Canada.
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Sallee (2008) uses differences-in differences approach and consumer-level purchase
data to analyze the incidence of incentives offered to hybrid vehicles purchase. The
evidence showed that consumers capture the majority gains of federal tax incentives
and nearly all of the benefits from state tax incentives. However, the regression results
from Diamond (2009) failed to show a significant impact of the state incentives,
including rebates, tax credits and fee waivers, on effectiveness of hybrid adoption. This
study concludes it would be very difficult for a state to make a profound change by
employing tax incentives in its hybrid adoption without influencing other key
determinants, such as gas price and environmentalism.

3.3 Customer Preference for Purchasing Energy Efficient Vehicles

Besides the gasoline price control and tax incentives, some scholars also did research
on the analysis of consumer preference for the HEVs or EVs. Beresteanu and Li (2011)
established an empirical model, including both a demand side and a supply side. From
demand side, consumers make choice among all new vehicle models and other
alternative to maximize household utility. The authors use the aggregated decision
outcomes which are the energy efficient vehicles sales to recover consumer preference
parameters. From supply side, the authors assume that multiproduct firms engage in
Betrand competition and the first-order conditions of firm profit maximization facilitate
on recovering the marginal cost for each model of hybrid vehicles. In a counterfactual
analysis, the authors apply the recovered marginal cost and the oligopolistic supply
curve to solve for new equilibrium prices. (Beresteanu and Li, 2011) Also, Egbue
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(2012) mentioned that due to financial benefits, individual are more likely to choose
options that maximize utility based on their preference, knowledge of alternatives and
budget. The lack of knowledge by potential adopters, high initial costs and low risk
tolerance contributed to the lower efficiency of hybrid vehicles compared with
conventional vehicles.

However, different claims on the utility maximization framework of the consumer
preference assumption made in Helveston (2015). It mentioned that consumer choice
often does not follow neoclassical economic assumptions of utility maximization,
especially when consumer learning about new technologies is involved. The energy
efficient vehicles are often regarded as new technologies, which have greater level of
uncertainty compared with the dominant design of the conventional vehicle models.
Moreover, Turrentine and Kurani (2007) critique on the application of utility
maximization framework in the vehicle fuel economy and offer alternative approaches
to examine the consumer choice of vehicles. By conducting a semi-structured interview
with 57 households in California, they found that consumer decisions about fuel
economy were more correlated with the emotion rather than the economic
considerations. The potential vehicle consumers do not consider “payback periods,
willingness-to-pay, or other constructs based on the assumption of economic
rationality” (Turrentine and Kurani, 2007). Furthermore, similar research has shown
that sometimes consumers of HEVs make functional compromises to receive the
symbolic benefits associated with driving a hybrid vehicle which is regarded as more
environmentally friendly (Heffner et al., 2005). Although the utility maximization is a
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popular economic assumption in analyzing consumer preference, many existing studies
found the alternative ways to analyze it when it is in the energy efficient vehicle
circumstance.

4. Data and Methodology
For this section, it contains three parts. The first part will introduce the theoretical
model to show how the change of price may affect the demand of energy efficient
vehicles. The second part will present the data I collected and the estimation models.
The third part will use the graphs of trend to analyze the relationship between HEV
sales and other related factors.

4.1 Theoretical Model

To analyze what factors will result in the change of energy efficient vehicle sales, the
estimation demand model would provide a theoretical foundation. Anderson &
McLellan, et al., 1997) summarized the law of demand that conditional on other factors
fixed, when the price of a good is high, less consumers will purchase. Especially when
the goods have high price elasticity, the customer would be very sensitive to the price
of goods. In short term, the demand for a specific model vehicle would likely be highly
elastic due to there are many substitutes.

As shown in the figure 6, when price of vehicle increase, the quantity of demand would
decrease. Since the average price of energy efficient vehicles before tax incentives are
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higher than the conventional vehicles (Almeida, 2013), there would be less demand on
energy efficient vehicles.

Figure 6: Effect of Price Change on Demand

Source: Nicholson, Walter; Snyder, Christopher (2012)

Based on the demand theory, the general demand function for electric vehicles in
current month would be:
𝑄𝑒𝑣 = 𝑓(𝑝, 𝑝𝑠 , 𝑝𝑐 , 𝑀, 𝑃, 𝑈)
Where quantity demand of electric vehicle (Qev) is a function of its price of electric
vehicle (p), the complimentary good of substitutes (p s), which is gas price, the price of
complements (pc), which is electricity price, income (M), population (P) and
unemployment (U).

When the government offers the tax credits for the energy efficient vehicle purchasers,
the actual price of the vehicle would decrease and the demand of energy efficient
vehicles would increase. Based on the demand theory, the price of substitute goods
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increase, then the demand of the goods would increase (Nicholson, Walter & et al.,
2012). When the actual cost of conventional vehicle is high, then demand of energy
efficient vehicle would increase. Since the gas is the complimentary goods of
conventional vehicles, so the increase in gas price would also promote the demand of
energy efficient vehicles. Besides the theoretical foundation support, I also collected
related data to analyze the factors which affect the sales of energy efficient vehicles.

4.2 Energy Efficient Vehicle Datasets

My research merges two datasets to detect the factors may affect the sales of energy
efficient vehicles. One dataset used in this paper is the monthly time-series dataset from
2011 to 2016, which merged the data of three different types of energy efficient vehicles
sales from Electric Drive Transportation Association and data of other factors from the
Independent Statistics & Analysis of U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics and Federal Reserve Economic Data. The monthly sales data
for plug-in electric vehicles are only available from 2011, so my research only use the
data from 2011 to 2016. The other dataset used in this paper is the yearly time-series
dataset from 2001-2015, which merged the data of hybrid vehicle sales from
Department of Energy Alternative Fuel Data Center and data of other factors from
Independent Statistics & Analysis of U.S. Energy Information Administration, Auto
News Data Center, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Social Security and Statista.

My monthly dataset includes the monthly hybrid electrical vehicle (HEVs) sales in
United States (measured in units), monthly plug-in hybrid electrical vehicle (PHEVs)
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sales in United States (measured in units), monthly all-electrical vehicle (EVs) sales in
United States (measured in units), monthly U.S. gas price (measured in dollars per
gallon), monthly U.S. residential average retail price of electricity (measured in cents
per kilowatt-hour), seasonally adjusted annual rate of total vehicle sales (USVS) in U.S.
(measured in 1000 units), U.S. monthly population (measured in 1000), U.S. average
hourly wage (measured in dollars) and U.S. monthly unemployment rate. I will use
monthly data for regression analysis and the yearly data for time trend analysis with
graphs.

The following are the 3 OLS estimation models for each type of electric drive vehicles
the paper used for data analysis:
Model A: SHEVi = β0 + β1 Gaspi + β2 USVSi+ β3 Popi +β4 Wagei+ + β5 Unempi +Trend+ εi
Model B: SPHEVi = β0 + β1 Gaspi + β2 Elecpi + β3 USVSi+ β4 Popi +β5 Wagei+ β6 Unempi
+Trend+ εi
Model C2: SEVi = β0 + β1 Gaspi + β2 Elecpi +β3 USVSi+ β4 Popi+ β5 Wagei+ β6 Unempi +Trend
+ εi

The dependent variables in these three models are SHEVi is the total monthly sales of
HEVs in U.S.; SPHEVi is the total monthly sales of PHEVs in U.S. and SEVi is the total
monthly sales of SEVs in U.S.. The independent variables in the three models include

2

In Model C, after we used white test to test the heteroskedasticity, we found the heteroskedasticity
exists in the model, so we include “robust standard error” to correct this problem.
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Gaspi refers to U.S. monthly gasoline price; Elecpi refers to U.S. monthly residential
average retail price of electricity; USVSi refers to U.S. seasonally adjusted annual rate

of total vehicle sales; Wagei refers to US average hourly wage; Popi is U.S. monthly
population and Unempi refers to U.S. monthly national unemployment rate.

The parameters in all three estimation models are estimated using OLS regression,
which are mainly used to test the hypothesis of how gasoline price change, total vehicle
sales, electricity price are correlated with the sales of HEVs, PHEVs and EVs. To make
sure the estimation models we choose are well specified models, we need to apply
different econometric tests to detect whether the models fulfilled OLS’s assumptions.
If the model fulfilled the OLS assumptions, we may have well specified models with
less probability to get biased results.

For OLS assumptions, an important assumption is that no heteroskedasticity exists in
the model due to the heteroskedasticity would produce understated standard errors and
overly confident results. By using the white test, I found model C has heteroskedasticity
problem, so I utilized heteroskedasticity-corrected standard errors (robust standard
errors) to correct this problem. The OLS model also should fulfill the time stationarity
assumption due to non-stationarity may cause biased beta coefficients and inflated tstatistics, which may lead to overly optimistic results. For any non-stationarity problem
existed in the three models, I used first differences for all the three models to solve the
problem.
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The first-differenced models are expressed below:

Model A1: SHEVi = β0 + β1 GaspDiffi + β2 USVSDiffi + β3 WageDiffi + β4 PopDiffi + β5
UnempDiffi+ εi
Model B1: SPHEVi = β0 + β1 GaspDiffi + β2 ElecpDiffi + β3 USVSDiffi+ β4 PopDiffi +β5
WageDiffi+ β6 UnempDiffi + εi

Model C1: SEVDiffi = β0 + β2 ElecpDiffi +β1 GaspDiffi + β3 USVSDiffi+ β4 WageDiffi+ β5
PopDiffi + β6 UnempDiffi + εi

For time series data, another important OLS assumption is that the model should have
no serial correlation problem. Since the serial correlation problem may lead to both beta
coefficients and standard errors biased, the tests for detecting whether there is no serial
correlation in the model is very necessary. To correct the serial correlation problem
existed in Model B, we run the analysis with Prais-Winston command and specifying
the Corchran-Orcutt option to correct the problem. By using the manual test with 6 lags,
the results show there is no higher-order serial correlation problem for all the three
models. Therefore, these three models with time trend fulfilled the OLS assumption of
no serial correlation.

Bentzen and Engsted (2001) suggest using autoregressive distributed lag model to
correct serial correlation problem. Since the inclusion of lags corrected the serial
correlation problem and the change in policy or other factors may have lag effects, I
considered designing distributed lag models for the three types of energy efficient
vehicles:
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Model A2: SHEVt = β0 + β1 Gaspt-1 + β2 USVSt-1+ β3 Popt-1 +β4 Waget-1+ + β5 Unempt-1
+Trend+ εi
Model B2: SPHEVt = β0 + β1 Gaspt-1 + β2 Elecpt-1 + β3 USVSt-1+ β4 Popt-1 +β5 Waget-1+ β6
Unempt-1 +Trend+ εi
Model C2: SEVi = β0 + β1 Gaspt-1 + β2 Elecpt-1 + β3 USVSt-1+ β4 Popt-1 +β5 Waget-1+ β6
Unempt-1 +Trend+ εi
Where the dependent variable use the data in current month, but the independent variables use
the data in previous month.

4.3 Time Trend Analysis for Yearly Dataset

For this yearly 2001-2015 time-series dataset, it includes the annual hybrid electrical
vehicle (HEVs) sales in United States (measured in units), annual U.S. average gas
price (measured in dollars per gallon), seasonally adjusted annual rate of total vehicle
sales (USVS) in U.S. (measured in 1000 units), U.S. monthly population (measured in
1000), U.S. national average wage index (measured in dollars) and U.S. annual
unemployment rate.

By running the regression of Model A, the results show that gas price, U.S. total vehicle
sales and unemployment rate are significantly correlated with the sales of HEVs. Thus,
we made three graphs to compare the changing trend of HEV sales to the change of gas
price, the changing trend of HEV sales to the change of U.S. total vehicle sales and the
changing trend of HEV sales to the change of unemployment in U.S..
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From Figure 7 shown below, we can see that the trend of HEV sales and the change of
gas price are very similar. The sales of HEV reached the peak in 2013, which is 495,534
units and the gas price in 2013 is the second highest price during 2001 to 2015. From
the figure, we can see that when the gas price increase, people tend to purchase more
hybrid vehicles to save the high gasoline expenditures.

Figure 7: Comparison of Change Trend of HEV Sales and Gas Price

Data Source: Compiled by the author using data from Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data
Center (2016) www.afdc.energy.gov/data/ and U.S. Energy Information Administration Independent
Statistics

&

Analysis,

Retail

Gasoline

Price

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_m.htm
Note: No single source contains a complete and accurate list of sales data so multiple sources were
compiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

After he Energy Policy Act of 2005 was enacted, the new purchase of HEVs can get up
to $3,400 per vehicle tax credits, however, these incentives phase out after 60,000
vehicles per manufacturer are sold and the tax credit expired completely at the end of
2010 (McConnell & Turrentine, 2010). In Figure 7, we can see that after the tax credits
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are effective, the sales of HEVs experienced a boom period. However, after the tax
incentives gradually phase out, the sales of hybrid decreased since 2013 and kept the
decreasing trend from 2013 to 2015. The hybrid vehicles with regular price are usually
not competitive with conventional vehicles on the price, people tend to purchase hybrid
vehicles when the tax credits were placed. However, when the tax credits are expired,
the sales of HEVs got affected negatively.

Figure 8: Comparison of Change Trend of HEV Sales and U.S. Total Vehicle Sales

Data Source: Compiled by the author using data from Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data
Center (2016) www.afdc.energy.gov/data/ and U.S. Social Security Administration, National Average
Wage Index https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/AWI.html
Note: No single source contains a complete and accurate list of sales data so multiple sources were
compiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

From Figure 8 shown above, we can see that the trend of HEV sales and the change of
U.S. total vehicle sales are not consistent. The sales of HEV reached the peak in 2013,
but the total vehicle sales in this year is not very high compared with other years. From
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the figure, we can see that when the total vehicle sales increase, the sales of HEV didn’t
follow the same increasing trend. After 2013, the sales of HEV kept decreasing, but the
total vehicle sales maintained an increasing trend. Thus, the decreasing sales of HEV
has weak relationship with the entire auto market, we should consider other factors
really impacted the HEVs sales to promote the energy efficient vehicles.

Figure 9: Comparison of Change Trend of HEV Sales and Unemployment Rate
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Data Source: Compiled by the author using data from Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data
Center

(2016)

www.afdc.energy.gov/data/

and

Statista,
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Rate

https://www.statista.com/statistics/193290/unemployment-rate-in-the-usa-since-1990/
Note: No single source contains a complete and accurate list of sales data so multiple sources were
compiled by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

When the unemployment rate is very high, since hybrid vehicle usually has a higher
price compared with the similar model conventional vehicle, people are more likely to
buy cheaper vehicles. From the Figure 9 above, we can see that when the
unemployment rate was very low in 2007, the hybrid sales reached the peak if we only
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consider the data from 2000-2010. When the unemployment rate was very high in 2010,
the hybrid sales didn’t fall down to the historical low sales. Thus, we cannot conclude
the unemployment rate can make very significant influence on the sales of hybrid
vehicles, but may have a lagged effect.

5. Results and Discussion
5.1 The Effect of Gas Price and Socio-economic Factors on Energy Efficient Vehicles

The regression output of examining the effects of change of gas price, electricity price,
U.S. total vehicle sales, wage, population or unemployment rate on the sales of HEVs,
PHEVs and EVs is shown in Table 2. For each variable, the first line of number is the
beta coefficient and the second line in parentheses is the p-value. The regression output
shown in Table 2 presents the comparison of OLS models with first differenced models
for each type of vehicles.

From the regression output of OLS and first differenced models, we can see that the
coefficient of gas price indicates that an additional dollar per gallon increase in gasoline
price is associated with an increase of monthly HEVs sales by 7,440 units and monthly
PHEVs sales by 2,942 units. I can also use first differenced model to interpret the results,
it shows 1% increase in gas price would be associated with 0.84% increase in HEV
sales; 2.58% increase in PHEV and 2.74% increase in EV.
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Table 2: Regression Results for OLS and First Differenced Models

Variables

Gas Price

Model A

Model A1

Model B

Model B1

Model C

Model C1

SHEV

SHEVDiff

SPHEV

SPHEVDiff

SEV

SEVDiff

7439.862

0.842

2941.651

2.579

628.807

2.742

(0.000)***

(0.070)*

(0.000)***

(0.024)**

(0.321)

(0.030)**

-717.837

1.689

459.9075

3.109

(0.083)*

(0.581)

(0.347)

(0.359)

Electricity
Price

U.S.

vehicle

7.416

2.499

0.150

0.152

-0.003

-2.107

(0.000)***

(0.004)***

(0.590)

(0.936)

(0.992)

(0.315)

-48.210

-411.323

3.899

1048.187

-0.815

-73.912

(0.000)***

(0.238)

(0.167)

(0.177)

(0.807)

(0.931)

-20,313.42

-30.229

1918.457

-33.716

-387.1169

-56.403

(0.065)*

(0.071)*

(0.435)

(0.360)

(0.895)

(0.168)

7092.665

1.215

2049.481

3.457

606.419

5.102

(0.032)**

(0.302)

(0.007)***

(0.190)

(0.495)

(0.081)

sales

Population

wage

unemployment

trend

cons_

N

10088.57

-528.060

334.625

(0.000)***

(0.326)

(0.601)

1.53e+07

32.656

-1279462

-39.619

248606.8

35.466

(0.000)***

(0.123)

(0.148)

(0.397)

(0.812)

(0.492)

72

71

72

71

72

71

Note: p-value in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. In model A1, B1, C1, all the
independent variables are differenced.

Moreover, the p-value shows the dollar per gallon increase in gasoline price has
statistically significant effect on the increase in monthly sales of all the three energy
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efficient vehicles. The results matches with the previous literatures which found the
high gasoline price is positively correlated with the sales of energy efficient vehicles.
The coefficient on electricity price indicates that an additional cent per kilowatt-hour
increase in residential electricity price is associated with a decrease of 718 units in
monthly PHEVs sales. That matches with our theoretical model that the the increase in
the compliments would lead to the decrease in the demand of the goods. However, the
results show an insignificant effect of electricity price on the sales of EVs. The
coefficient on U.S. total vehicle sales indicates that additional 1000 unit’s sales in
increase in U.S. total vehicle sales is associated with an increase of only 7 units in
monthly HEVs sales. Also, the results show a significant correlation between U.S. total
vehicle sales and the sales of HEVs, but very insignificant correlation with sales of
PHEVs and EVs. The coefficient on wage indicates that an additional dollar increase
in average hourly wage would lead to the increase of 1,918 unit sales in PHEV, however,
the p-value shows an insignificant correlation between wage and sales of PHEVs.
The beta coefficients on unemployment rate indicate that an additional unit increase in
unemployment rate would increase the monthly sales of HEVs by 7,092 units and the
monthly sales of PHEVs of 2,049 units. By using first differenced model to interpret
the results, it shows 1% increase in unemployment rate would be associated with 1.22%
increase in HEV sales; 3.46% increase in PHEV and 5.10% increase in EV.
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Table 3: Regression Results for OLS and Distributive Lag Models

Variables

Gas Price (t-1)

Model A

Model A2

Model B

Model B2

Model C

Model C2

SHEV

SHEV

SPHEV

SPHEV

SEV

SEV

7439.862

9183.478

2941.651

2673.007

628.807

1212.114

(0.000)***

(0.000)*

(0.000)***

(0.000)**

(0.321)

(0.034)**

-717.837

-528.462

459.9075

469.861

(0.083)*

(0.249)

(0.347)

(0.337)

Electricity
Price (t-1)

U.S.

vehicle

7.416

1.706

0.150

0.115

-0.003

-0.112

(0.000)***

(0.000)***

(0.590)

(0.705)

(0.992)

(0.729)

Population

-48.210

1.622

3.899

0.460

-0.815

-0.892

(t-1)

(0.000)***

(0.722)

(0.167)

(0.567)

(0.807)

(0.300)

Wage (t-1)

-20,313.42

-4751.054

1918.457

-3627.478

-387.1169

5418.896

(0.065)*

(0.750)

(0.435)

(0.169)

(0.895)

(0.056)*

unemployment

7092.665

5461.498

2049.481

1475.966

606.419

-850.557

(t-1)

(0.032)**

(0.235)

(0.007)***

(0.072)*

(0.495)

(0.327)

trend

10088.57

10046

-528.060

-89.699

334.625

569.0916

(0.000)***

(0.004)***

(0.326)

(0.894)

(0.601)

(0.431)

1.53e+07

-538829.7

-1279462

-244264

248606.8

35.466

(0.000)***

(0.632)

(0.148)

(0.219)

(0.812)

(0.492)

72

71

72

71

72

71

sales (t-1)

cons_

N

Note: p-value in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Model A2, B2, C2 are distributive lag
models. All the independent variables in model A2, B2, C2 use the previous month data.

From the p-value, we can see the unemployment rate has significant effect on the sales
of HEVs and sales of PHEVs. As we known, the government always want to implement
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effective interventions to decrease the unemployment rate. The results show high
unemployment rate increase the sales of energy efficient vehicles do not make sense, it
should be other factors influenced the results.
From the regression output of OLS and distributive lag models, we can see that the
coefficient of gas price indicates that an additional dollar per gallon increase in gasoline
price is associated with an increase of monthly HEVs sales by 9,183 units, monthly
PHEVs sales by 2,673 units and monthly EVs sales by 1,212 units. If we take the sales
of December 2016 as an example, the estimation results for January 2017 sales would
increase by 27% in HEV sales, 26% in PHEV sales and 9% in EV sales. Moreover, the
p-value shows the dollar per gallon increase in gasoline price has statistically significant
effect on the increase in monthly sales of all the three energy efficient vehicles. The
results support the previous findings that the high gasoline price is positively correlated
with the sales of energy efficient vehicles. I tried to use more lags for gas price since
the price change may have more lag effects on the sales, but the results show very
insignificant results when including 2 lags or 3 lags. Therefore, I only used one lag for
the distributed lag model.
The coefficient on electricity price indicates that an additional dollar increase in
residential electricity price is associated with a decrease of 528 units in monthly PHEVs
sales. That matches with our theoretical model that the the increase in the compliments
would lead to the decrease in the demand of the goods. The coefficient on wage
indicates that an additional dollar increase in average hourly wage would lead to the
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increase of 5,419 units in sales of EVs and the p-value shows a significant correlation
between wage and sales of EVs at 90% confident interval. The coefficient on
unemployment indicates that an additional unit increase in unemployment rate is
associated with 851 units decrease in the sales of EVs. The distributive lag models
present a more reasonable results on the unemployment variable.
After the data analysis, we can see that gasoline price are significantly correlated with
the three types of energy efficient vehicles. By using first differenced model, the results
show one percent increase in gas price would lead to increase of 0.84% in HEV sales,
2.57% in PHEV sales and 2.74% in EV sales. By using distributive lag model, the
results show that one-dollar increase in gas price would be associated with the increase
of 27% in HEV sales, 26% in PHEV sales and 9% in EV sales for January 2017.
Therefore, government may pay attention to control the gas price, like adding the
carbon tax or other environmental related tax on the gasoline price. Suppose we impose
10% carbon tax on the gas price, there would be a big change on the sales of energy
efficient vehicles.

5.2 The Effect of Elimination on Georgia’s tax credits on EV purchases

The residents in Georgia has enjoyed the best tax credit in the country of $5,000 since
1997, and Georgia has been the fastest growing electric car market in the U.S. with the
help of generous tax credits (Beinenson, 2015). However, when both House and the
Senate passed the HB 170 Transportation Bill, Georgia Low Emission Vehicle (LEV)
and Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Certification Program has been discontinued
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effective on July 1, 2015 and LEV or ZEV vehicles purchased or leased after June 30,
2015 do not qualify for the state tax credit up to $5,000.

Figure 10: Electric Vehicle Sales in Georgia

Data source: watchdog.org

As shown in Figure 10 above, the sales of EV in Georgia declined from 1,338 in June
to 148 in August with the expiration of $5,000 tax credits on EVs, which represents a
drop on the sales of 88.9%. The immediate decline of EV sales in July and August,
2015 shows that the elimination of tax credits on EVs saw a sharp drop in purchase of
EVs, at least in a short time period.

From long term perspective, as shown in the Figure 11 below, we can see that the EV
market share in mid of 2015 is over 3.5%, but it dropped down to around 0.5% and kept
the low market share of less than 1% in 2016. The EV sales in Georgia shrank
dramatically after the tax credits expired, that gives the policy makers a signal that if
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the government want to promote the energy efficient vehicles, the application of tax
incentives is a very significant tool.

Figure 11: Electric Vehicle Market Share in Georgia from 2011-2016

Data Source: Edmund and IHS Markit

6. Policy Implication
Since consumers receive tax subsidies directly from the government after the hybrid
vehicle purchase, constant transaction prices imply that consumers capture the benefits
of government intervention (Sallee, 2008). The finding has implications for the
promotion of energy efficient vehicles by improving government tax incentives.
Besides federal government policies, it is also important to consider the larger impacts
of state policies on hybrid vehicles adoption. The results of Gallagher and Muehlegger
(2011) suggest that state policies can substantially affect hybrid vehicle sales at the
state-level. Hybrid sales at state level create positive spillovers in neighboring
jurisdictions, while local incentives may have additional benefits. Therefore, both state
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policy and federal policy should advocate the improved tax incentives to promote
hybrid sales. Although Diamond (2009) concluded the weak relationship between tax
credits and hybrid market share, but it analyzed the factors may influence the results.
The explanations suggested sales tax waivers are more effective than delayed rebates
or tax credits in influencing adoption, Thus the more up-front tax savings might be the
most efficient way of allocating government funds.

As mentioned in previous paragraphs, gas price is another important factor influencing
customer attitudes towards the purchase of energy efficient vehicles. Newell et al.
(1998) mentions higher gas prices are also likely encourage consumers to purchase
more energy efficient vehicles in general and to prompt the innovation of new energy
efficiency technologies by automate producers. High gasoline taxes have been
employed in Europe and Japan as a policy instrument to motive energy efficient
vehicles adoption, but U.S. government has not yet established the related policy
instrument (Gallagher and Muehlegger, 2011). Thus, policy makers should consider
placing high gasoline or related tax, like carbon tax or energy tax, on the gas purchase
to promote the hybrid vehicle adoption.

7. Conclusion
After data analysis, we found that high gasoline prices are strongly correlated with the
sales of these three types of energy efficient vehicles. Besides high gas price
simulations, other socio-economic factors, like income and employment situation also
affect the consumer choice on the purchase of energy efficient efficient vehicles. As
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mentioned before, high gasoline taxes have been employed in Europe and Japan as a
policy instrument, but U.S. government has not yet established higher gasoline taxes as
a policy instrument to motivate the adoption of energy efficient vehicles. (Gallagher
and Muehlegger, 2011). The U.S. government should employ government intervention
of imposing gas tax or related energy tax to increase the gasoline price, keeping federal
and state tax incentives on the new purchase of energy efficient vehicles, offering
lower-income subsidies on the purchase of energy efficient vehicles and advocating the
environmental behaviors to prompt the adoption of energy efficient vehicles to reduce
gas emission. Recent years, we can notice a slight decrease trend in the gas price, it
would impact the adoption of hybrid vehicles negatively, so the government
intervention on controlling gas price is very significant for promoting the sales of
energy efficient vehicles.

Rather than analyzing from consumer preference toward the purchase of energy
efficient vehicles, future research may consider to analyze the social efficiency of the
fuel efficient adoption and what positive externalities it would occur to generate
marginal benefits on the society. Moreover, most of the existing literatures focuses on
the promotion of fuel efficient adoption from demand side, more studies may be
conducted to explore the possible ways for supporting the energy efficient vehicles
producers.

Government may intervene on the subsidies for the R&D of energy efficient vehicle
technology to design more cost savings vehicles with more adorable models to attract
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more consumers. Moreover, tax incentives may also be offered to fuel efficient vehicle
producers to reduce their average cost and promote the production of the energy
efficient vehicles.
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Appendix A: Federal Incentives to Buyers or Producers of Electric Vehicles

Source: Gecan, Kile & Beider (2012)
Appendix B: State Government Incentives
State
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Utah

Maximum Incentives
$2,500 rebates for EVs and $1,500 for PHEVs
$5,000 tax credit; lessees get up to $2,500
$3,000 rebate
$2,200 rebate
$1,500 tax credit (rises to $3,000 in 2018)
$3,000 tax credit (expiring June 30, 2017)
$2,500 rebate
$2,000 rebate
$2,000 rebate
$2,500 rebate
$1,500 tax credit

Source: O’dell (2016)
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Appendix C: EV Sales by States from 2011 to 2016

Source: Clean Technia
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Appendix D: U.S. Electric Charging Stations in 2017

Source: DOE Alternative Fuels Data Center

Appendix E: The Savings of Electric Vehicles Fuel Cost in U.S.

Source: Lambert (2016)
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Appendix F: Electric Vehicle Sales in Georgia 2015

Source: Watchdog.org

Appendix G: Descriptive Statistics
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